
I don’t know about in film, but in the real world there are way more than fifty shades of gray. In
this hour boni, you must name 50 of them (when given a clue, of course!). All answers are
actual names of paint colors, all some variant of the color “Gray”. For example:

Clue: In Australia, this item is widely referred to as “alfoil”.
Answer: Tin foil (paint color found here, if you’re curious)

1. Will, Son
2. Type of fuel that is destroying the planet
3. Large sea snail found in the cold waters of Australia
4. Malleable metal alloy
5. Males of this species are called “bulls” and females are called “cows”
6. Type of fictional hedgehog that’s not sonic
7. Name of the new hire for the Center for Learning in Action
8. Classic tattoo
9. “Kiss from a Rose” singer
10. Daniel Radcliffe stars in the movie adaption of the book which includes this word in the

title
11. Bear with a warning:  __-ey
12. Sweden banned breeding these in 2021 to prevent the risk of mutations of the

coronavirus
13. this river provides drinking water to hundreds of thousands of residents in Metropolitan

Jackson, Mississippi
14. Title of a popular Imagine Dragons song
15. Deficiencies in this can cause lightheadedness
16. 2014 Pixar short
17. Used to dye ice cream black in a 2016 food fad
18. Online magazine
19. Toiletry brand twice accused of racist advertisements
20. Flintstone
21. Banned in automobile additives in 1986
22. “Hedgehog in the ___” (Soviet animated film)
23. The “study or contemplation” of these is called “nephology”
24. Type of fox
25. Baby John in West Side Story is one
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26. This state has more mountain ranges than any other state in the US
27. Singer of glass themed hit song which made it on the Top Forty in 2011
28. This university has an annual tortoise race
29. Idyllic, exotic, or luxurious place
30. Considered in a menace in the 1970s
31. Steven’s mom
32. Marvel superheroine with alias Maya Lopez getting her own Disney+ series
33. Napoleon’s army overcoats
34. Crystalline carbon
35. The world’s biggest, heaviest, and most valuable one of these is called the “1 Tonne

Australian Kangaroo" and is made of 99.99% pure gold
36. Nearly all rice products have been found to contain at least some of this toxic chemical

(though levels vary, not to fear)
37. Second-lowest tier in the American Airlines AAdvantage program
38. Minnesota team, singular
39. 2012 American military science fiction action film based on the board game of the same

name
40. The Hebrew word for "eagle" is also used for this bird, so Biblical passages alluding to

eagles might actually be referring to this type of vulture instead
41. Warrior Cat who served under Bramblestar
42. Title of a 1954 film directed by Victor Saville
43. Supplement adjusting estrogen
44. Traditionally used by English midwives to ease childbirth by laying it between the breasts

of the mother
45. The species of Winter, an animal actor who starred in a popular 2011 film and its sequel
46. Protagonist of the movie Planes and its 2014 sequel
47. Traditionally eaten in Shandong, China
48. In March 2019, U.S. representatives Mark Pocan and Rodney Davis got into a friendly

debate of the merits of … back while speaking on the floor of the House of
Representatives.

49. Theme of monumentary directed by Taika Waititi
50. Untitled game in which you carry a knife in your mouth as this creature


